Where no RNA polymerase has gone before: novel functional transcripts derived from the ribosomal intergenic spacer.
The nucleolus is organized around a scaffolding of rDNA tandem repeats. These repeats, known as ribosomal cassettes, are each composed of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes preceding a long intergenic spacer (IGS) that has been classically perceived to be transcriptionally silent. Recent study of the IGS has contradicted the dogma that these spacers are merely inert regions of the genome, instead suggesting they are biologically significant, complex and plurifunctional transcriptional units that appear central to proper cellular functioning. Through the timely induction of various ribosomal IGS noncoding RNA (IGS RNA) transcripts, the cell is capable of both regulating rRNA synthesis and sequestering large numbers of proteins, thereby modulating essential molecular networks. Here we discuss our current understanding of the organization and function of the IGS.